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The year 2016/17 has perhaps been the year of the greatest reform that the ARTN has ever undertaken. The Report
comprises the following sections:
1. New Strategic Plan
2. New Business Plan
3. Constitutional reform, change to a company and a new name
4. 2016 Convention
5. Young Tourism Professional Program
6. Research into the role and spend of local government in regional tourism
7. New Agritourism Project
8. Relationship development
9. New Executive Officer
10. 2017 Convention
11. Elections for Board
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One of the more significant strategic achievements of

1.

Australian Regional
Tourism Network

New
Strategic
Plan

the year was the preparation of a new Strategic Plan
and a new Business Plan for the organisation. This work
was undertaken by the Board attending two face to face
workshops over two days each. Here’s what we stand for
now:
Our Mission
Develop regional Australia through building competitive
tourism
Our core business
1. Inspire and enable the development of product and
experiences
2. Create and transfer market intelligence and capacity
3. Create and promote empowering policy and programs

Our strategic activities, directed from member generated
manifesto
The core business that our activities deliver on
Activities directed through our manifesto Inspire and enable the
development of product
and experiences

Create and transfer
market intelligence and
capacity

Create and promote
empowering policy
and programs

Undertake research on local government
involvement and spend on tourism

Link destination management planning
with local government planning through
a partnership with Australian Local
Government Association
Develop a Strategy and program to grow
agritourism in regional Australia
Develop and run an annual Young
Professional Regional Tourism Program

Note: Dark shading means major delivery of core business, and light shading means modest delivery emphasis
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Our day to day activities
Day to day activities

Inspire and enable the
development of product
and experiences

Create and transfer
market intelligence and
capacity

Create and promote
empowering policy
and programs

Deliver a National Convention addressing
the priority issues and opportunities that
face regional tourism
Raise the profile of regional tourism and its
issues and opportunities at relevant industry
forums
Provide communications to members on
matters relating to regional tourism (website,
newsletter, social media, surveys, forums
and webinars)
Run advisory groups for State / Territory
Tourism and Regional Tourism organisations
Process enquiries regarding regional
tourism
Provide input into the development of policy,
plans and programs that impact on regional
tourism

Note: Dark shading means major delivery of core business, and light shading means modest delivery emphasis

Supporting the Strategic Plan is a detailed Business Plan
for the ARTN for 2016 – 2018. The Plan established:

2.

• A Frame of Reference for the organisation (featuring
target markets and key messages)
• Six strategic directions for the business to move forward
with using the Business Plan were:
1. Transition the organisation from an incorporated
association to a company limited by guarantee

Australian Regional
Tourism Network

Business
Plan

2. Create tangible evidence around the value of
membership
3. Undertake research on local government involvement
and spend on tourism
4. Link destination management planning with local
government planning through a partnership with
ALGA

• Budget covering forecast income and expenditure for
the next financial year

5. Develop a National Strategy and Program on
agritourism
6. Develop and run an annual Young Professional
Regional Tourism Program

Following the AGM, the Business Plan will be outlined
to the new Board and roles and responsibilities for its
implementation allocated to each Board Member.

7. Ongoing activities
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Becoming a Company Limited by Guarantee provides
greater certainty for all parties as the operations

3.

Australian Regional
Tourism Network

Constitutional reform,
change to a company
and a new name

are covered through Federal legislation under the
Corporations Act and are not subject to slight variations in
state based legislative models.
The transfer from an Incorporated Association to a
Company Limited by Guarantee requires a name change
administratively even if this is to add the letters “Ltd”
behind the trading name.
In taking this into consideration, and reflecting on the
current and future thinking towards the organisation in
line with its objects, it was felt that a small name change
was most appropriate to be considered as part of the

Following extensive research and discussion, at a

governance review. It was also determined that:

General Board meeting held on 13 July 2017, it was
unanimously resolved to call for a number of Special

• the organisation acts in a capacity which is far greater

Resolutions to be considered by Members through

than purely a “network” and has responsibilities

an electronic ballot. These Special Resolutions were

through its objects which should be not limited through

designed to best reflect the current governance needs

perception by its name; and

as the peak national body for regional tourism, and to

• while our coverage is Australia wide, the emphasis

better position itself to deliver on behalf of the industry.

surrounding “regional tourism” needs to be highly

implementation allocated to each Board Member.

prominent.
• The reasons for changing the ARTN Constitution were:

The Resolutions to be considered were:

• it was over six years old and contained model rules
inconsistent with the way the organisation needs to

1. That the Association applies to transfer its registration
from a NSW Incorporated Association to a Company
Limited by Guarantee;
2. That subject to having resolved to transfer to a

operate in a modern environment;
• there were inconsistencies with the legislative
framework in which we operate under (eg the reference
to Directors as opposed to Committee members). While

Company Limited by Guarantee the Company

the members of the Board have legal responsibilities

changes its name to Australian Regional Tourism Ltd;

which are broadly equivalent to that of Directors, they do

and

not exactly mirror;

3. That subject to having resolved to transfer to a

• there was a need for a more flexible arrangement to

Company Limited by Guarantee and change its

cater for scenarios outside of our control (eg clause 19.2

name, the Company should adopt a new constitution

saying that the Board shall be made up of Membership

as presented.

covering all Australian States and Territories, and across
all membership tiers of the tourism industry). Ultimately

The governance structure of the ARTN has been a NSW

the Board should be made up of those individuals

Incorporated Association. While this has been very

who have a strong interest in regional tourism, who

effective, it does not reflect the national nature of our

are willing and able and agreeable to the membership

organisation or best practice amongst other national

group, as opposed to purely reflecting where they are

representative organisations.

based; and
• there were clauses which are either impractical against
the efficient workings of the organisation, or which are in
direct conflict with one another.
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As per the transition provisions under 4.1.9 of the new

To determine the resolutions with ARTN members,

Constitution, the existing five members of the Board will

an electronic postal ballot was run in late September

roll over and be subject to re-election at the next Annual

2017. The result of the ballot was that over three-

General Meeting. To provide consistency, the Board

quarters of the members of the Association voted and

is recommending a two (2) year term for Directors with

were in agreement with the resolutions. Under clause

approximately 50% of the Board of Directors up for re-

34.1(a), the Association has now applied to transfer its

election at every Annual General Meeting. This ensures

current registration to a company limited by guarantee,

that not only new ideas and energy is inserted into the

arrange for a change in name, and lodge the necessary

Board every twelve (12) months but the momentum and

paperwork for the change in Constitution.

historical corporate knowledge is partly retained. To
protect the Members clause 4.1.3 of the new Constitution

The Australian Regional Tourism Network will change to

means that an individual is unable to serve for any more

Australian Regional Tourism (ART), a company limited by

than three (3) consecutive two (2) year terms (although

guarantee. A new brand will be developed for launch at

will be eligible for re-election after a one (1) year absence

the 2017 Convention. Following this, will be new collateral

from the Board.

and a new website in alignment with the brand.

The Board in its annual budget provided an amount

Stuart Lamont played the lead role in this initiative, but

of $10,000 for all necessary transitions including legal

all of the Board and Executive Officer played significant

advice, transfers and minor brand adjustments. The

support roles.

Board continues to be frugal in its management of the
organisation to maximise the effectiveness towards the
objects of the organisation and the benefit of regional
tourism.

Adding to this challenge was the late appointment of the
contracted conference coordinator, and the resignation

4.

and replacement of several Convention Chairs half way

2016
Convention

Convention was so far behind, and the imminent travel

Australian Regional
Tourism Network

through the planning period.
Between May and August 2016, the organisation of this
challenges so prohibitive, that the ARTN and Convention
Convenor seriously contemplated ceasing to move ahead
with the Convention.
Nonetheless, as a result of significant additional time
and effort from the contracted Conference Coordinator,
various members of the Steering Committee and

The 2016 ARTN Convention was held in Roma, Outback

myself (as the newly appointed Convention Convenor),

Queensland between 25 – 27 October. From the outset,

these constraints were overcome, with the Convention

the location was considered an authentic but challenging

achieving the highest attendance, highest level of

destination, and there was a period in mid 2016 where

satisfaction from the delegate survey, and greatest yield.

travel costs and limited flights presented significant
concerns to attracting sufficient delegates.
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Some 180 delegates attended the Convention. Some key

The 2016 Convention delivered the best financial return

results among this mix were:

to the ARTN in many years. The three main drivers of this
outcome were:

• for the first time in many years, the majority of delegates
(55%) were not members of the ARTN and a large 70%
had not attended an ARTN Convention before;
• the key segment driving this were local government
employees – particularly those associated with Visitor
Information Centres – delegate representation was
otherwise evenly represented by Regional Tourism

1. Significantly higher number of delegates than average
years (60 more)
2. Sound sponsorship from the Regional Tourism
Organisation and State Tourism Organisation
3. Significant cost savings by the contracted conference
organiser

Organisations, State of Commonwealth government and
tourism operators; and
• approximately 57% of delegates came from

After the Convention, the Convention Convenor produced
a 28 page Evaluation Report that included results from

Queensland, 24% from NSW and 11% from South

delegate survey, that was stored and analysed through

Australia. Given its population, Victoria was under

Survey Monkey, and a wide range of recommendations to

represented.

further improve the Convention in 2017.

For the first time in many years, it was the Program that
most motivated delegates to attend. Other motivators
(in order of influence) were networking, the degree of
interactivity offered by the Program and the host region.
Social media was not a key marketing tool influencing
delegates. The key marketing tools that attracted
delegates were the ARTN Newsletters, recommendations
from colleagues and State / Regional Tourism promotion.
The average delegate spend from the 2016 ARTN
Convention suggested that:
• average stay was three nights;
• average spend was $1,000 for this average period,
ranging from $500 to $2,000;
• subsequent total direct spend was about $162,000
(150 delegates stay for three nights, they generated
approximately $150,000 spend, and the other 30 stayed
1.5 nights on average and spent $400, generated
another $12,000); and
• the indirect multiplier increases up the economic impact
to over $0.5M.
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MyTravelResearch.com was the sponsor for this award,

5.

Australian Regional
Tourism Network

Young Tourism
Professional
Program

and they organised teleconferences and mentoring with
the finalists in the lead up to the 2016 Convention. The
format was changed in 2016 with the finalists presenting
after one another at the 2016 Convention, on the topic
“Imagining Tourism in 2030 – Perspectives” from our
young tourism professionals for 15 minutes each with
question time. This was facilitated by MyTravelResearch.
com. Judging took place throughout the Convention week
by a panel of (anonymous) judges. The announcement of
the YTP was undertaken at the Gala Dinner on Thursday
night.
The 2016 winner was Michelle Reynolds of Skytrek

As the peak national body representing regional tourism

Willow Springs Station in the Flinders Ranges, South

practitioners in Australia, the ARTN is committed

Australia. Michelle subsequently joined the Board at its

to supporting the development of tourism young

meetings and made some contributions to Board activity.

professionals with particular regard to those working in,

During 2017, the Board, led by Stephen Schwer, Linda

and contributing to, regional destinations. To this end, the

Tillman and Michelle Reynolds, undertook a review of the

ARTN conducts the Young Tourism Professional Award,

Program and recommended a number of key changes.

which is held annually in conjunction with the Australian
Regional Tourism Convention. The objectives of the

The goal of the ARTN’s Emerging Tourism Professional

Award are to:

(ETP) program is to celebrate the emerging leaders of
regional tourism, and to mentor them to greater personal

1. Recognise excellence, achievements and innovations
in regional tourism;
2. Incentivise young regional tourism practitioners to
strive for best-practice; and
3. Encourage young regional tourism practitioners to
remain in the industry

and professional success. The newly developed ETP
program allows tourism professionals aged 30 and under
the opportunity to nominate for this prestigious award,
with a prize of a professional tourism development
program, designed by the applicant. The launch of
the new program will see the introduction of two new
categories in 2017 [Public Sector Emerging Tourism

Finalists for the ARTN Young Tourism Professional

Professional and Private Sector Emerging Tourism

are considered to be emerging leaders of the industry

professional] with further categories proposed for 2018.

with the potential to make significant contribution to

These changes are now being implemented, in time to

regional tourism. Award alumni include professionals

reignite the Program for 2018.

from local government, regional tourism organisations,
state tourism organisations, private operators, students
and researchers. There were five Young Tourism
Professionals in 2016:
• Aranei Paskar - New South Wales
• Hannah Payer – Queensland
• Michelle Reynolds – South Australia
• Nick Ruch – Northern Territory
• Rachel Anderson – New South Wales
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• almost the entire local government spend on tourism
was on promotion, rather than research, industry or

6.

Australian Regional
Tourism Network

Research into the role and
spend of local government
in regional tourism

product development (just 7%, see page 16), which is
surprising given that ARTN convention delegates have
highlighted that these areas are in need of investment;
• more than two thirds of the local government spend is
on employing people $74 mill of $102 mill on destination
marketing people, which leaves little discretionary
budget to adapt and support tactical activities;
• on page 24, it is demonstrated that most Local
Governments have an internal department or area
responsible for tourism. It could be that in the cases
where Local Governments don’t have a specific tourism
department or roles that focus on tourism, greater
reliance and expectations about the delivery of tourism

ARTN conducted a major project in 2016/17 – Australia’s

services may fall on local and/or regional tourism

very first National research on local government spending

organisations, in some case for very little financial and

on tourism.

other resource input from the local Government; and
• the report may trigger some local governments to want

The Report was posted on the ARTN website, and copies

to compare themselves with similar / neighbouring local

were sent to all local governments.

governments. We suggest these organisations contact
each other directly or use regional data.

The Board would like to acknowledge David Sheldon for
managing this project, Greg Binskin for support, DBM

The Board have recommended to:

consultants for undertaking the work, and various funders
recognised in the Report.

1. In a future round of the research, request CBD
Councils in each capital city to identify themselves, to

After the report was released, then Chair of ARTN, David

separate their data from suburban Councils, because

Sheldon, visited National Ministers, State Ministers and

they represent quite different characteristics.

State Tourism Organisations, to explain the results and
field questions.

2. Conduct a survey of local government, after they
have received the report
3. Encourage local governments that now wish to

The ARTN Board prepared a set of implications and

develop a Tourism Plan / Destination Management

recommendations from the research, designed to

Plan to use one of the Briefs prepared by ARTN and

stimulate discussion and suggestions to move forward.

available on the ARTN website.

The Board noted that given that nine in ten Councils
agreed that tourism offers future economic development

I then coordinated a short follow up survey with research

opportunities for their local area, it was interesting to note

respondents, to ask them:

that:
1. The preferred frequency of data collection;
• the average expenditure on tourism by local government
was $373 million, yet only half the councils in Australia
have a dedicated tourism plan to guide this spend (see
pages 15 and 25);

2. What aspects are most useful and should be
continued to be monitored;
3. What makes the data useful (e.g. for planning,
resource allocations, funding submissions etc.); and
4. Any other data that should be collected.
The results of this follow up research is to be presented
at the 2017 Convention.
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The objectives of the project are to:

7.

Australian Regional
Tourism Network

New
Agritourism
Project

1. Develop a national strategy for agritourism in
Australia that:
• Summarises the directions needed to sustainably
grow the sector
• Define the barriers constraining farmers and
regions from developing agritourism
• Identify and share practical solutions where
barriers have been overcome
• Defines the product gaps in the market
2. Design and build capacity building tools to inspire
farmers, help them determine their involvement in
agritourism and assist them to develop competitive
and sustainable agritourism product by:

Agritourism is the act of going to a region to visit a farm
or food-related business (including restaurants, markets/

• Developing case studies demonstrating the
diversity and innovation of agritourism

events, produce outlets and natural attractions) for

• Developing guidelines

enjoyment, education, or to participate in activities and

• Developing monitoring tools

events. More broadly, agritourism also allows regional

• Providing a central point of contact for ongoing

economies to showcase what’s good about the region, its
unique growing conditions and natural resources (pristine
air, water and soils) and provides a visitor drawcard from

advice
3. Raise the profile of agritourism among target markets
through communications and marketing

which other regional tourism businesses and experiences
can benefit.

Linda and I built up a Project Proposal for funding,
and then in July met with and secured partnerships

However, the potential of agritourism is currently limited

with the National Farmers Federation, Australian Local

because with the exception of a few regions in Australia

Government Association and the Regional Australia

such as Margaret River, the Byron, Gold Coast and

Institute. These partnerships will significantly bolster our

Sunshine Coast Hinterland, it is largely isolated and

chances of gaining external funding, because each of

dispersed, and lacks clusters critical to generate an

these organisations will play a strategic role on delivering

economy of scale. Even for a talented farmer and

the project.

small businessman, there are significant barriers to
starting an agritourism business, and although some of

After securing these partnerships, Belinda King (new

these barriers have been solved in some regions this

Executive Officer, see below) and I visited the offices of

intelligence is not shared. There are no capacity building

Deputy Leader of the Nationals, Minister for Regional

programs or tools to assist farmers to develop successful

Development, Minister for Local Government and

and sustainable agritourism businesses.

Territories, Minister for Regional Communications –
Fiona Nash; Assistant Minister for Trade, Tourism and

So the Board, led by Board member Linda Tillman, has

Investment – Keith Pitt; Minister for Trade, Tourism and

prepared a scope of work for the next major ARTN project

Investment Steven Ciobo; Deputy Premier, Minister

on Agritourism. The aim of this project is to:

for Regional New South Wales, Minister for Skills,
and Minister for Small Business – John Barilaro; and

Reinvigorate regional and rural communities through

Austrade.

the sustainable and holistic development of agritourism
product and experiences that encourage greater visitor
dispersal.

We are working through these channels to secure funding
to take the project forward. There is enormous interest
from members and stakeholders for this to happen.
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In March the ARTN convened 2017’s first State Tourism
Organisations (STO) meeting where all but Tourism

8.

Australian Regional
Tourism Network

Relationship
development

Tasmania attended. Each STO gave the ARTN quick
updates and ARTN gave a brief on our strategic
directions, highlights from the local government
and tourism research, and our work in progress on
agritourism. This was well received.
ARTN co-hosted a National Ecotourism Workshop. This
was a great industry turnout to work on reforms to nature
based tourism. This was followed by the NSW Regional
Growth Fund Workshop and then the Destination
Australia Conference. Thank you then Chair David
Sheldon, for representing the ARTN at these events.
Still on nature tourism, as Chair, I later attended a

Former Chair David Sheldon further developed

nature tourism workshop run by our partners Tourism

relationships with Commonwealth government Ministers,

& Transport Forum, and provided a regional tourism

and some State Ministers during late 2016 and early

perspective. The Report has since been released.

2017. This included:

The ARTN sits on a Committee of Tourism Research
Australia, to provide input into its key research. I attended

• Deputy Leader of the Nationals, Minister for Regional

several meetings as Chair, and argued for much more

Development, Minister for Local Government and

effort to be spent on interpreting the results and then

Territories, Minister for Regional Communications –

disseminating the interpretation more widely. TRA are

Fiona Nash;

currently looking into this.

• Minister for Small Business – Michael McCormack;
• Minister for Infrastructure and Transport – Darren
Chester; and
• Assistant Minister for Trade, Tourism and Investment –
Keith Pitt.
David also further developed our relationship with:
• Australian Local Government Association (ALGA)
• National Farmers Federation (NFF)
The ARTN made several keynote conference
presentations during the year, including:
• David Sheldon as a keynote presenter at the NSW
Local Government Tourism Conference in Taree, and
spoke on local government spend on tourism; and
• As then Deputy Chair of ARTN, I was a keynote speaker
at the National Conference on Economic Development
in Canberra, and spoke on reforming Destination
Management Plans and introducing monitoring and
adaptive management for destination management.
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We took the opportunity to rework the Position
Description, tighten up its reporting, and set a six month

9.

Australian Regional
Tourism Network

New Executive
Officer

contract that would take us to new governance and a
fresh look at the role.
The Board then appointed Belinda King of King Events
to manage the operations of ARTN for the rest of
2017. Belinda has structured the service so that the
ARTN get two people delivering our Executive Officer
service. Belinda will manage Membership, financial and
administration operations. Belinda has a history with the
ARTN, including the 2012 - 2015 ARTN Conventions.
Lisa Cameron will be managing marketing and projects

In July, ARTN’s Executive Officer, Greg Binskin, resigned

for ARTN. Lisa is a former NSW ARTN Young Tourism

to pursue new employment in regional tourism. Greg has

Professional with great marketing and event expertise.

been at the helm during a significant growth phase of
ARTN, and we are thankful for his role in this.

10.

Australian Regional
Tourism Network

2017
Convention

Following the resignation of David Sheldon as Chair and
Conference Convenor, I was asked and agreed to pick
up the role for a second year in a row. A new Program
was built, speakers and additional sponsors sourced, and
marketing generated to attract delegates. A big thanks
to Board member Lucy White, Conference Coordinator
Belinda King and Marketing Assistant Lisa Cameron, for
building a 2017 Convention initiative to rival the Roma
effort in 2016. We are all looking forward to seeing a solid
turnout, solid discussion and energised networking.

During the year we had one Board Member, Susan Lee,
resign. The Board called for Expressions of Interest for
short term members. We received quite a number of
expressions of interest. However, by this point in time,
we were close to condition the governance reform, and
decided to cancel the initiative and seek nominations
at the next AGM. I am pleased to see some of the
earlier proponents submitting nominations for this year’s
election.
Fr the first time in many, many years, I am pleased to
confirm that we have more nominees for Board than we
have positions. So we face an election! This is a really
healthy sign that our organisation is attractive enough to
give up personal and professional time to help make a
difference. I look forward to the election result!

11.

Australian Regional
Tourism Network

Elections for
Board

12.

Australian Regional
Tourism Network

Acknowledgements

A big thank you to our members that have faithfully

Finally, Lucy White has played a key role in shaping the

renewed their membership, voted for constitutional

2017 Convention and is our constant sounding board for

change, contributed stories for our newsletter and /or

views from local government.

attended the 2016 Convention.
Finally, I would like to acknowledge the adaptability and
Thanks to our previous Chair, David Sheldon, who

support of my company and its domestic and international

invested so much time and energy, and previous

team. They lost a significant amount of my time, after I

Executive Officer Greg Binskin, who moved on to other

was unexpectedly asked to step up from Deputy to Chair

employment during the course of the year.

earlier in 2017. We had an enormous workload already
committed in 2017, and my team shouldered some of my

Thanks also to Belinda King and Lisa Cameron for taking

workload, so that I could support the ARTN.

on the split roles of Executive Officer. They hit the ground

Thank you all.

running hard, and haven’t stopped.
I would most of all like to sincerely thank the remaining
ARTN Board members. All of this work was achieved
through their commitment. Stuart Lamont has
strengthened our financial reporting and played the
key role in reforming our governance. Stephen Schwer
has stepped up to role of Deputy Chair and worked on

Simon McArthur

Chair Australian Regional
Tourism Network

reforming the Young Achiever Award, for launching in
2018. Linda Tillman has doggedly developed a scope for
our next major project – the development of agritourism.
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Treasurer’s

REPORT
Stuart Lamont

TREASURER Australian Regional
Tourism Network

I am pleased to be able to report on what was a very

• Annual Convention – each year the convention

successful year from a finance perspective.

provides the opportunity for the most comprehensive
meeting and discussion surrounding regional tourism

As a small organisation it remains important that we

on the calendar. The fact that we took the event into

operate frugally and in the best interests of the members

outback Queensland was a financial risk (and one

which entrust their hard earned money for the benefit of

towards delegate numbers) and I am pleased to report

regional tourism.

that through a lot of hard work by the Conference
Committee and local organizing Committee as well

We like many membership based organisations find

as key sponsors and advocates that the Roma event

the recruitment and retention of members an ongoing

could be classed as a resounding success, both in

battle and while we recorded a decrease in membership

terms of the event as well as the net financial result

income we are confident that the new strategies

achieved.

implemented by the Board as well as the incredible
penetration and recognition we continue to receive

From a balance sheet perspective we continue to keep

Federally provides a platform for membership growth into

our operations simple allowing us to focus clearly on our

the future.

mandates, and present a strong financial position to the
members with limited risk based around our operating

Despite this we are pleased to be able to show an

objectives. It is important that we have sufficient

increased revenue base and a surplus which was in line

operating capital to cover activities and expenses as

with budget.

they fall due and I am pleased to report that both our
cash holding position and net equity position have been

During the year we undertook two major pieces of work

adequate throughout the year to achieve this purpose.

which both impacted positively to the financial results.
Finally, I would like to thank Greg Binskin as Executive
• Local Government Research – funded through

Officer through the financial year on his diligence with

the Federal Government, this groundbreaking

regard to the finances and his assistance in making my

research showcased finally the major investment

role as Treasurer easier.

that Local Government makes towards tourism and
the importance that tourism plays within many local
communities, particularly in the regions. This research
artificially inflated our revenue for the year as well as
creating a significant cost item(s) which are reflected
through our increased expenditure for the year.
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AUSTRALIAN REGIONAL TOURISM
NETWORK INCORPORATED

FINANCIAL REPORT

FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 2017
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AUSTRALIAN REGIONAL TOURISM NETWORK INCORPORATED
ABN 87 051 152 509
INCOME AND EXPENDITURE STATEMENT
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 2017
Notes

INCOME
Interest received
Event registration
Sponsorship income
Member subscriptions
Government project funding
Miscellaneous income
LESS EXPENDITURE
Auditor's remuneration
Bad debts
Bank charges
Consulting
Convention expense
Convention expenses - other
Convention Co-Ordinater
Executive Officer
Insurance
Legal & Professional Fees
Marketing and promotion
Presenter costs
Printing and stationery
Professional fees
Research
Roadshow, retreat and conference expenses
Software and training
Subscriptions
Statutory requirements
Teleconference
Travelling expenses
Web maintenance
Young achievers

2017

2

NET OPERATING PROFIT (LOSS)

2016

488
124,455
52,550
69,843
54,545
7,970
309,852

781
101,226
60,000
81,850
3,555
247,412

3,200
7,650
1,153
71,789
19,960
74,079
2,619
1,007
22,532
374
545
45,496
16,704
1,318
3,671
261
12,217
261
202
285,039

3,886
272
45
62,971
25,124
27,086
68,395
2,436
200
995
768
566
545
9,123
864
2,031
522
15,453
192
436
221,909

24,813

25,503

The accompanying notes form part of these financial statements.
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AUSTRALIAN REGIONAL TOURISM NETWORK INCORPORATED
ABN 87 051 152 509
ASSETS AND LIABILITIES STATEMENT AS AT 30 JUNE 2017
Notes

ASSETS
CURRENT ASSETS
Cash and cash equivalents
Trade debtors
Prepayments
Convention expenses prepaid
Goods and services tax
TOTAL CURRENT ASSETS

2017
3

TOTAL ASSETS
CURRENT LIABILITIES
Trade creditors
Members subscriptions in advance
Convention income in advance
TOTAL CURRENT LIABILITIES
TOTAL LIABILITIES

2016

147,168
67
2,194
13,126
4,024
166,580

124,706
2,662
839
13,381
4,883
146,471

166,580

146,471

1,525
12,631
25,591
39,747

7,033
10,900
31,518
49,451

39,747

49,451

NET ASSETS

126,833

97,020

EQUITY
Retained profits

121,833

97,020

TOTAL EQUITY

121,833

97,020

The accompanying notes form part of these financial statements.
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AUSTRALIAN REGIONAL TOURISM NETWORK INCORPORATED
NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 2017
1 STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES
The financial statements are special purpose financial statements prepared in order to satisfy the financial
reporting requirements of the Associations Incorporation Act NSW. The committee has determined that the
association is not a reporting entity.
The financial statements have been prepared on an accruals basis and are based on historic costs and do
not take into account changing money values or, except where specifically stated, current valuations of
non-current assets.
The following significant accounting policies, which are consistent with the previous period unless stated
otherwise, have been adopted in the preparation of this financial report.
(a) Cash and Cash Equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents include cash on hand, deposits held at call with banks, and other
short-term highly liquid investments with original maturities of three months or less.
(b) Accounts Receivable and Other Debtors
Accounts receivable and other debtors include amounts due from members as well as amounts
receviable from donors. Receivables expected to be collected within 12 months of the end of the
reporting period are classified as current assets. All other receivables are classified as non-current
assets.
(c) Revenue and Other Income
Revenue is measured at the fair value of consideration received or receivable after taking into
account any trade discounts or volume rebates allowed. For this purpose, deferred consideration
is not discounted to present values when recognising revenue.
All revenue is stated net of the amount of goods and services tax.
(d) Goods and Services Tax (GST)
Revenues, expenses and assets are recognised net of the amount of GST, except where the
amount of the GST incurred is not recoverable from the Australian Taxation Office (ATO).
Receivables and payables are stated inclusive of the amount of GST receivable or payable. The
net amount of GST recoverable from, or payable to, the ATO is included with other receivables or
payables in the assets and liabilities statement.
(e) Accounts Payable and Other Payables
Accounts payable and other payables represent the liability outstanding at the end of the
reporting period for goods and services received by the association during the reporting period
that remain unpaid. The balance is recognised as a current liability with the amounts normally
paid within 30 days of recognition of the liability.
2 CONVENTION EXPENSES - OTHER

2017

Reimbursement
Equipment Hire
Function Package
Field Trips

-

2016
251
3,855
4,814
16,204
25,124

3 CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS
Cheque Account
Cash Reserve Account

87,622
59,546
147,168

65,570
59,135
124,706
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